With their high visibility and obvious angle of view, fixed box cameras from Axis send a powerful message of deterrence to potential offenders: Think twice. We're watching.

Right out of the box, fixed bullet cameras from Axis are ready to get down to work. Slim and compact, they fit well into any environment – working around the clock, indoors or out.

Modular cameras from Axis are small enough to fit anywhere – even when multiple cameras are installed in close proximity. With sensor units placed as needed and the main unit wherever space exists, they create a highly discreet and adaptable solution.

Covering between 180° and 360°, panoramic cameras from Axis put more in view. A single camera can play the role of many, which makes it easy to monitor activity and detect incidents in large areas.

PTZ cameras from Axis offer the best of both worlds: wide-area coverage and great detail from a single unit. They switch between preset positions and zoom in automatically when events are detected.

Avoid choosing surveillance cameras based on the need to see in the dark

Your choice of network cameras should be decided by the surveillance task – not by the light that's available. No matter which type of camera you need, you'll find Axis solutions with advanced, dark-penetrating infrared (IR) technology.

**Deterrence**

Fixed dome cameras from Axis are the best way to maintain a discreet security presence. The discreetness of the casing also helps the camera blend into its surroundings, providing a more inconspicuous security presence.

**Discreet**

Fixed dome cameras from Axis have a very small footprint, allowing them to blend into their surroundings as easily as a fish in a pond. The dome casing also protects against redirection, defocusing and impact.

**All-purpose**

All types. All needs. All with IR.

**Flexible**

Modular cameras from Axis are small enough to fit anywhere – even when multiple cameras are installed in close proximity. With sensor units placed as needed and the main unit wherever space exists, they create a highly discreet and adaptable solution.

**Wide coverage**

Covering between 180° and 360°, panoramic cameras from Axis put more in view. A single camera can play the role of many, which makes it easy to monitor activity and detect incidents in large areas.

**Real-time movement**

PTZ cameras from Axis offer the best of both worlds: wide-area coverage and great detail from a single unit. They switch between preset positions and zoom in automatically when events are detected.

**Why not shed some light on things?**

Lighting up the scene isn't always allowed – or practical. If it's difficult to see in the dark, Axis has solutions that enable you to see clearly even when lighting isn't available.

Simply choose the right type of camera for the need, then let us provide the IR capabilities.

Ready to challenge the dark? Talk to Axis or use our product selector.